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Abstract4

This work presents a hierarchical multiplicative framework for modeling the energy con-5

sumption of households. The constituents of the model are a lognormally distributed annual6

consumption, an annual consumption pro�le at week resolution, a mean weekly consumption7

pro�le, and a multiplicative lognormally distributed random variation. Further, the annual8

and weekly pro�les of households are shown to fall naturally into a small number of rather9

homogeneous groups, identi�ed by the Regular Decomposition method. The framework is10

adapted to monitor and compare populations of electricity consumers. On the other hand,11

it provides a convenient way to produce synthetic traces of household energy consumption12

with similar stochastic properties as measured traces. It is also shown how additional house-13

hold information can be utilized to predict both the annual consumption and the random14

variation of the consumption of a household.15

Keywords: household electricity consumption, mathematical modeling, clustering, pro�les,16

monitoring17
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INTRODUCTION18

Local (district level and building embedded) renewable energy production is growing19

globally. This causes challenges like how to solve increasing energy grid balance problems;20

how to design and optimize local energy production, consumption and the use of the energy21

storage; how to cut or shift consumption; and how to operate with more �uctuating energy22

prices. In the near future this means new businesses and huge global markets to Information23

and Communication Technology (ICT) solutions for smart grid management in addition24

to ICT solutions for smart grid adaptable buildings. These challenges are di�cult to solve25

without reliable and scalable forecasting of energy consumption at household, building, block,26

and district levels. One important piece in the solution of these challenges is to study models27

to characterize a customer's power consumption with a few parameters.28

By utilizing Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) data of residential energy consumption,29

this paper focuses on characterizing and comparing populations of consumers. The aim is30

to develop e�cient and illustrative parameters that allow31

1. comparison and trending of di�erent consumer populations,32

2. communicating all essential elements of consumption, including its volatility, and33

3. easy generation of consumption traces with realistic random variation.34

The random variation around regular patterns is an essential part of the presented model. In35

fact, the volatility plays an important role in the control of future low voltage grids, prompt-36

ing the research beyond the regular consumption patterns. Although the high volatility of37

the households' energy consumption has been recognized and it is becoming more important38

in the future grid control, the random variation around consumption patterns has mostly39

been neglected in modeling.40

The motivation of this work is to answer the following research questions: i) How to41

model and parameterize electricity consumption of households with few parameters in such42

a way that realistic variability in consumption traces can be generated? ii) How to monitor43
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and compare populations of consumers? iii) How to direct towards automatized handling of44

Big Data by repeated use of autonomous algorithms after initial tuning and validation?45

The idea of the presented approach is to decompose the consumption into the following46

components per customer: i) total annual consumption, ii) annual pro�le, iii) mean week47

pro�le and iv) multiplicative random variation, which consists of the di�erence of the actual48

consumption time series from the repeating annual and weekly pro�les arising from the above49

components. The authors propose lognormal models for elements i) and iv) and, depending50

on the context, clustering of the pro�les ii) and iii).51

The main contribution of this work is the identi�cation of multiplicative lognormal noise52

as a maximally simple way to characterize and monitor the random volatility component by53

one parameter at minimum. The authors also apply a recently developed grouping (clus-54

tering) method that is favorable to handle large amounts of data. Consumption clusters55

and pro�les are illustrative and valuable as such, but this approach integrates them into a56

consumption modeling and monitoring framework as parameters. The overall approach of57

this paper is holistic, touching many popular problems of energy consumption modeling.58

There is a vast recent literature on electricity consumption, and the authors bring up59

only those results from AMR data literature that are closely related to the methodology and60

ideas of this paper.61

See McLoughlin et al. (2015) and McLoughlin et al. (2012) for clustering and a review62

of the same Irish AMR data as utilized in this work. Chicco (2012) presents an overview63

and performance assessment of the clustering methods for electrical load pattern grouping.64

A �nite mixture model of Gaussian multivariate distributions is introduced in Haben et al.65

(2016) as an alternative to the popular k-means clustering. This could be an interesting66

framework to be related to the �ndings on lognormality, as some of the clustering attributes67

could bene�t from a log-transformation and this work could provide a further attribute68

describing the random variation. The stability of clustering is studied in Haben et al. (2016)69

by bootstrapping methods. Clustering of hourly data has been done by utilizing shape70
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dictionaries of consumption patterns and magnitude as a multiplicative factor in Kwac et al.71

(2014), which is close to the multiplicative decomposition presented here. A multiplicative72

model in clustering is used in Räsänen et al. (2010) as well, without considering the random73

variation. Recent developments in clustering include also the clustering of particular time74

periods and the use of pre-processed load shapes to obtain e�cient compression of large data75

(Kwac et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2017; Haben et al. 2016). Hierarchical methods are used in76

this context as well, but the focus is directed to grid management, demand response and77

control, whereas the load prediction for grid control lies outside the scope of this paper.78

This paper contributes to the methodology of consumption clustering by applying the novel79

Regular Decomposition clustering method (Reittu et al. 2014; Reittu et al. 2017), which the80

authors believe to have potential in future needs of clustering, e.g., automated handling of81

dynamic large data.82

The proposed hierarchical multiplicative modeling paradigm is motivated by the reported83

lognormality of energy consumption at various time scales, see (Kuusela et al. 2015; Mutanen84

et al. 2012; Kwac et al. 2014; Kolter and Ferrera 2011) and the properties of lognormality85

in Kuusela et al. (2015). For other approaches, see the review Grandjean et al. (2012) of86

developing consumption traces either by top-down or bottom-up approaches, where the traces87

in the popular bottom-up approach are obtained by mimicking appliances and generating88

user and appliance behaviors in various ways.89

This paper also studies the modeling of the random variation of the annual consumption90

and the volatility component by relating them to other household characteristics, touching91

the �eld of energy consumption survey data analysis. For a review of studies and factors92

a�ecting electricity consumption, see Jones et al. (2015), Gouveia and Seixas (2016), and93

Beckel et al. (2014). Clustering and survey are combined in a recent paper by Gouveia94

and Seixas (2016). This points also to earlier studies on survey methods in electricity con-95

sumption. Beckel et al. (2014) extracted 34 features of consumption to reveal household96

characteristics from the very same data as used in this paper.97
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The outcomes of this paper can be useful to practitioners in various ways. The analysis98

section provides relatively simple methods for stochastic simulation of the consumption to99

be utilized, e.g., in populating network models and designing demand response programs100

as well as in designing new architectural setups, algorithms and decision support tools to101

utilize distributed energy resources in meeting the demands. Moreover, the authors take a102

viewpoint of monitoring household energy consumption and propose an intuitive and e�cient103

collection of variables to be measured and monitored. This provides means for electricity104

distribution companies to trend, compare and predict the consumption. In this framework, it105

is possible to study both the pro�les and their clustering together with the random variation106

around cluster pro�les. The utilized data provide an opportunity to model a household's107

total consumption without interference of households' own energy production or demand108

response. Models for the total consumption are needed in, e.g., smart city research. On the109

other hand, the energy consumption of households is changing in the near future due to the110

increase in distributed generation and smart devices. This work provides means to observe111

this change in di�erent scales via trends in monitoring variables.112

The paper is structured as follows. The research data are summarized in Section 2. In113

Section 3, the four-layer model is presented and its accuracy is studied. Section 4 is devoted114

to grouping the annual and weekly pro�les by the Regular Decomposition method. The115

problem of monitoring electricity consumption at a population level is addressed in Section 5116

by �nding suitable consumption monitoring parameters. Possibilities to make inference on117

electricity consumption based on additional information about households are discussed in118

Section 6. Finally, the proposed method is validated with unseen data in Section 7. The119

conclusions are drawn in Section 8.120

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESIDENTIAL SMART METER DATA AND121

SURVEY122

The developed methods are illustrated with the popular dataset of the Irish Smart Meter-123

ing Trial Archive (2012). The Irish trial took place during 2009 and 2010. The data include124
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smart meter readings at 30 min intervals and participant background data in a survey for-125

mat. The data set analyzed in this paper covers 995 households during the 364 �rst days126

(i.e., full weeks) of year 2010. The sample was selected by including all customers heating127

their house with electricity (either by central heating or using plug-in heaters) and randomly128

picking from the rest homes having uninterrupted records. The authors were interested to129

study how the di�erent heating methods are re�ected in the electricity consumption traces.130

This amounted to the inclusion of 238 homes with electrical heating and 757 homes heated131

with other energy sources. Besides the Irish data, the elements of this methodology were132

developed with Finnish urban consumer data containing both households and small and133

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).134

HIERARCHICAL ANALYSIS IN A MULTIPLICATIVE FRAMEWORK135

The hierarchical analysis of electricity consumption presented in this section will be the136

modeling framework through the whole paper. The weeks are indexed by i = 1, . . . , 52 and137

the half-hour time intervals of a week by t = 1, . . . , 336. The electricity consumption C of a138

household H in half-hour t of week i is then written as139

CH
t (i) = WH × yH(i)

52
× aHt

336
× ξHt (i), (1)140

where141

WH = the total annual electricity consumption of the household

yH(i) = the weight of week i in the household's annual consumption pro�le

aHt = the weight of half-hour t in the household's mean week pro�le

ξHt (i) = the relative multiplicative variation of consumption around the mean

pro�le in week i and time t.

142

The annual and weekly pro�les are scaled so that 1/52
∑52

i=1 y
H(i) = 1 and 1/336

∑336
t=1 a

H
t =143

1 and, by construction, the irregular variation ξHt (i) has mean 1 as well. Thus, the annual144

total consumption is the only element with an absolute magnitude, while the annual and145

weekly pro�les present the relative distribution of the consumption in time.146
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Energy consumption has been reported to follow lognormal distribution at several time147

scales: annual scale in Kuusela et al. (2015) and Mutanen et al. (2012), daily scale (with148

lognormal mixtures) in Kwac et al. (2013), and hourly scale in Chen and Cook (2012) and149

Mutanen et al. (2012). Kolter and Ferrera (2011) present log-log plots of energy consumption150

vs. living area, together with the lognormality of the former. In general, many natural151

phenomena are multiplicative and generate lognormal distributions (Limbert et al. 2001).152

Multiplication preserves lognormality, which in part suggests the chosen multiplicative model153

and consumption pro�le approach.154

The next step is to analyze these hierarchical elements one by one with the aim to study155

distributions of variables and suitable models for random variation. In this section, each156

household H has individual consumption parameters WH , yH , aH , and a model parameter157

for ξ. For clarity, however, the superscript H will be dropped from the notation in the next158

section.159

Model elements for a single customer160

As already mentioned, lognormal modeling of the annual consumption W was studied161

comprehensively in Kuusela et al. (2015), and the authors adopt it in this paper as well.162

Besides a mostly good �t with the body of the empirical distribution, lognormal modeling163

allows heavy tails as well as straightforward transfer of the simple characterization of depen-164

dencies in multivariate Gaussian models. Figure 1 presents the body and tail �ts (inset) of165

the present data with both lognormal and Weibull distributions. The inset shows that the166

Weibull distribution underestimates large consumptions considerably. Due to other reported167

results on lognormality of electricity consumption in various time scales in Kuusela et al.168

(2015), Mutanen et al. (2012), Chen and Cook (2012), Kwac et al. (2013), and Kolter and169

Ferrera (2011) as well as the ease of modeling with lognormal distributions, the lognormal170

model is preferred.171

Let us then consider the annual and weekly pro�les of a household. Recall that in this172

paper the term 'pro�le' means a vector with mean one. De�ne a customer's year pro�le y(·)173
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as the vector of the consumption in each of the 52 weeks divided by the total consumption174

W and multiplied by 52 so that the mean of the vector's components is 1. Similarly, de�ne175

for each week i the household's pro�le λ·(i) as the vector of the half-hour consumptions176

divided by the total consumption in week i, multiplied by 336. The mean week pro�le of the177

household is then de�ned as178

at =
1

52

52∑
i=1

λt(i). (2)179

The ratio180

ξt(i) =
λt(i)

at
, i = 1, . . . , 52, t = 1, ..., 336 (3)181

can now be de�ned as the multiplicative random variation of the household's energy con-182

sumption around its mean pro�le during week i. Thus, the pro�les have been decomposed183

multiplicatively as λt(i) = atξt(i). Note also that 1
52

∑52
i=1 ξt(i) = 1 for every t.184

Although ξ·(i) depends on i, it was noticed that most households have rather stable week185

pro�les in the sense that the process ξt(i) retains its character over varying i. Remarkably, the186

overall marginal distribution of ξ·(·) was found to be close to lognormal for most households.187

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance (maximum deviation between distribution functions) be-188

tween each household's random variation distribution and a �tted lognormal distribution is189

illustrated in Figure 2. The distance varies in [0,0.1] with mean 0.049, but with few large de-190

viations. Although the deviation is big in some individual cases, the marginal distribution of191

the multiplicative random variation is mostly well approximated by a lognormal distribution.192

Since the random variation ξ has mean 1 by construction, its approximating lognormal193

distribution is characterized by a single parameter, for example by Var (log(ξ)). Moreover,194

Figure 3 shows that the parameters Var (log(ξ)) of households are themselves lognormally195

distributed.196

In the following, ξt(i) will be modeled by a stationary process with a lognormal marginal197

distribution. Before doing this, it is worth of considering the nature of this simpli�cation in198

detail. Most households behave qualitatively similarly as the following example (household199
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29). The left plot of Figure 4 shows the whole process log ξt(i) over a year: a steady random200

�cloud�. The visual homogeneity is, however, deceptive, because the variance of (log ξt(·))201

turns out to vary with t with a strong daily pattern. The right plot of Figure 4 presents, for202

each t ∈ {1, . . . , 336}, the empirical variance of (log ξt(i))
52
i=1 (blue curve). The mean week203

pro�le of the household is shown for comparison (red curve). Note that the variance is not204

a monotone function of the mean pro�le value. Moreover, their shapes di�er widely from205

household to household. However, rough lognormality holds also in this detailed level � the206

parameter of each lognormal variable then just depends on t, and this picture is very similar207

for most households. Such a model would, however, be unattractive for practical purposes.208

We leave now the challenge of more accurate modeling of the ξ·(·) processes for the future209

and look for maximally simple models.210

Most mean pro�les at vary strongly in t (see examples in Section 4), and their marginal211

distributions can be rather considered as approximately lognormal, with mean one, than212

approximately Gaussian. An important observation made in this work is that the variation213

ξt(i) depends very weakly on the weekly mean variation at. Both time series are close to214

lognormal, so their logarithms are close to Gaussian, and their dependence is well captured215

by the respective correlation. The uncorrelatedness of log a and log ξ is equivalent to the216

equality Var (log λ) = Var (log a) + Var (log ξ). (The values of Var (log λ) and Var (log ξ) are217

estimated using all the weeks, and one can use log 0 = 0 when needed.) Figure 5 shows to218

what extent this holds. The numbers Var (log λ), Var (log a), and Var (log a) + Var (log ξ)219

are plotted for all households in the order of increasing Var (log λ).The �rst is almost always220

equal to or a bit smaller than the third, i.e., logarithms of the mean pro�le a and the221

multiplicative random variation ξ are slightly negatively correlated. Figure 6 shows these222

correlations in the same order as the previous �gure, and they range between [−0.2, 0], with223

mean -0.089.224

A study of the temporal behavior of the variation process ξ indicates that, in the mean,225

the random variation (relative to the household's mean week pro�le) that happens at a time226
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point is almost uncorrelated to what happens after 12 hours, but clearly (0.2) positively227

correlated to what happens after 24 hours and even after 48 hours again. This is illustrated228

in Figure 7.229

In order to take into account the, albeit small, dependence between ξ and a, as well230

as a part of the time correlation, the authors propose modeling the ξ-processes as being231

conditioned on the mean week pro�le process a, and �tting the lag 1 cross-correlations. Note232

that although a is non-random, its variance and lag 1 correlation may be computed as for any233

time series. By forming for each household H time series ξn and an over all measurements,234

n = 1, . . . , 336× 52, the empirical covariance matrix Cov (log ξn, log ξn+1, log an, log an+1))235

is calculated, where notation n and n + 1 refers to studying consecutive measurements. By236

averaging all such covariance matrices over all households, the mean covariance matrix237

Mean(Cov (log ξn, log ξn+1, log an, log an+1)) (4)238

=



0.635 0.338 −0.042 −0.039

0.338 0.635 −0.029 −0.042

−0.042 −0.029 0.391 0.357

−0.039 −0.042 0.357 0.391


239

is obtained. As Cov (ξn, an+1) and Cov (ξn+1, an) di�er, the process is not invertible in time.240

Synthesis of simulated consumption241

The mean covariance matrix (4) suggests that the random variation (`noise') processes242

log ξHt (i) be almost independent from the mean pro�les log aHt , whereas the processes log ξHt (i)243

have strongly positive lag 1 autocorrelation and di�er therefore clearly from white noise.244

Note that (4) presents the mean of all household-speci�c covariance matrices. In order to245

assess the signi�cance of the temporal dependence structure of the variation processes, two246

sets of simulated traces were generated for each household: one where the true process247

log ξHt (i) was replaced by mean 1 lognormal i.i.d. random variables with the household-248
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speci�c variance, and one using instead the household-speci�c empirical covariance matrix249

Cov
(
ξH , aH

)
:= Cov

(
log ξHn , log ξHn+1, log aHn , log aHn+1

)
. Figure 8 compares the variability in250

measured and model-generated consumptions at 30 min intervals.251

The correlated random variation traces produces the same amount of variance for non252

electric heating consumers (index range 1 - 757). For heaters, the model overestimates the253

variability. The simple i.i.d. model produces larger variability than the one in measured254

traces, but the di�erence is not dramatic, and also this model could be satisfactory for some255

purposes. Figure 9 provides details on how well the minimum, median, and maximum of256

the weekly consumption maximum are reproduced. The correlated model is slightly better257

than the i.i.d. one in predicting the median maximum consumption, while both clearly tend258

to produce too large overall maxima. Figure 8 suggests that electric heaters might form a259

special group in the modeling.260

GROUPING OF ANNUAL AND WEEKLY PROFILES261

In the previous section, the consumption traces of households were modeled by the hier-262

archical multiplicative model with parameters263

(WH , yH , aH ,Cov
(
ξH , aH

)
) or (WH , yH , aH ,Var

(
log ξH

)
), (5)264

where the household-speci�c pro�les yH and aH are vectors with lengths 52 and 336, respec-265

tively. There is no a priori theoretical model that would generate the observed variety of266

annual and weekly mean pro�les of a household population. However, the number of model267

parameters can be reduced drastically by replacing the individual annual and average week268

pro�les by mean pro�les of relatively homogeneous subgroups of the population. By doing269

so, two similarly grouped populations can be compared with each other by comparing the270

relative sizes of corresponding groups in the two populations.271

In order to test the stability of the proposed methodology, the original data were split272

into two populations in such a way that both populations had about 24% of heaters. This273
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gives rise to a monitoring development population of 746 households and a test population274

of 249 households. The latter will be used in Section 7 to validate the outcome of the present275

section.276

Grouping of consumption pro�les by Regular Decomposition277

The Regular Decomposition method278

Clustering algorithms typically divide a data set into groups of elements that are near each279

other according to some metric. In contrast, the recently developed Regular Decomposition280

method (Reittu et al. 2014; Reittu et al. 2017; Pelillo et al. 2016) aims at a grouping that281

is optimal in terms of an information-theoretic criterion, the Minimum Description Length282

Principle, Grünwald (2007). Consider a set of customers C, each having a non-negative time283

series (x
(c)
t )t∈T , c ∈ C. Let P be a �nite partition of C. As explained in (Reittu et al. 2014;284

Reittu et al. 2017), the quantity285

Comp(x(·)· |P) =
∑
B∈P

∑
c∈B

∑
t∈T

D

(
x
(c)
t

∥∥∥∥ 1

|B|
∑
c′∈B

x
(c′)
t

)
, (6)286

where D(β‖α) = α−β+β log(β/α) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the distribu-287

tions Poisson(α) and Poisson(β), estimates the dominant term of the bit length of a code that288

describes the data assuming that the partition P captures all structure (non-randomness)289

present in it (The full code contains also other terms with lesser order of magnitude). For290

each positive integer k, the partition291

P∗k = arg min
|P|=k

Comp(x(·)· |P) (7)292

presents the best grouping into k blocks. Finally, a practically optimal k can be identi�ed as293

the smallest k for which the improvement Comp(x
(·)
· |P∗k) − Comp(x

(·)
· |P∗k+1) remains below294

some small threshold value. Note that popular clustering methods like k-means lack an295

inherent principle for the selection of k.296
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It is remarkable that such a grouping can be found in a computationally e�cient way.297

The algorithm presented in Reittu et al. (2014) starts with a random grouping into k blocks298

and proceeds as a greedy optimization algorithm. As discussed in Reittu et al. (2017),299

Regular Decomposition has its roots in the mathematics of large structures like graphs and300

tensors, suggesting a generic applicability of this approach in the separation of structure301

and randomness in large data. The authors prefer to use the word group in the context of302

Regular Decomposition, as the word cluster suggests that the cluster members be close to303

each other in some metric, which need not always hold.304

Grouping of annual pro�les305

A regular decomposition of the annual pro�les suggested six groups denoted by A. . .306

F, see Figure 10. The model development data contains about 180 households heating with307

electricity, but only the group C with 80 members has a large di�erence between summer and308

winter consumption. (Recall that the consumption values are scaled, so the pro�les show309

how a household's total consumption spreads throughout the year.) The second largest310

group B has almost steady consumption throughout the year. The small groups D, E, and311

F are similar, but D and E show an increase in consumption levels for the third quarter Q3312

suggesting cooling or other summer time usage. The last three groups are quite small, but313

the authors wanted to keep these. The analysis in Section 3 showed that the heaters di�er314

to some extent from non-heaters, and the authors hoped to catch the group of heaters by315

detecting a usage pattern that di�ers from the majority (the outcome will be examined later316

in this paper).317

The obtained pro�le shapes are remarkably similar to the ones in Gouveia and Seixas318

(2016), where a grouping was done by Ward's method involving both the pattern and the319

magnitude of the consumption, contrary to the present method that separates those two. The320

degree of independence of the total consumption level and pro�le grouping will be examined321

in Section 5.322
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Grouping of average week pro�les323

Figure 11 illustrates the regular decomposition of the average week pro�les and the rich324

variety in the mean pro�les in each group, denoted by a . . . i. Now the optimal number of325

groups is clearly higher than what was needed for the annual pro�les, and there are no very326

small groups. Most pro�les show Mon-Fri vs. Sat-Sun patterns, and these reveal di�erent327

weekly rhythms of the households' activities.328

In contrast to McLoughlin et al. (2015) and Kwac et al. (2014), the grouping was done329

for full weeks instead of individual days. In McLoughlin et al. (2015), the median was used330

to select a daily pro�le that a household used most of the time, putting more weight on331

weekday patterns. Kwac et al. (2014) had a day shape dictionary of 1000 shapes, and they332

addressed the variability of day shapes by performing an entropy analysis. The groupings in333

Haben et al. (2016) and Kwac et al. (2016) use particular time periods of day to group the334

consumption with one European and one US dataset. The key time periods vary somewhat335

depending on the consumer population.336

The authors found that households have rather constant weekly rhythms, and the con-337

sumption evolution through the days of a week is by itself interesting. The authors have338

also performed an unpublished analysis of urban consumer data containing households and339

SMEs over 20 districts that illustrated di�erent characteristic weekly rhythms in residential,340

commercial, and SME industrial districts.341

Comparison of measured and groupwise synthesized traces342

This section examines at household level the impact of replacing a household's individual343

annual and weekly pro�les by the ones obtained as the average of the pro�les within its344

annual and weekly pro�le group, respectively. An example is shown in Figure 12 with 30 min345

consumption traces of a two week period. The measured traces at the top are compared with346

two alternative synthetic counterparts. The middle row presents the simplest multiplicative347

model of Section 3 that models the random variation ξH by the i.i.d. random variable. The348

bottom row replaces the individual pro�les by the means of their groups. Both synthesized349
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traces are similar to each other as the magnitude of the random variation exceeds the impact350

of the di�erence in the pro�le component. As expected, both models produce larger peak351

consumption values than the measured ones as illustrated in Figure 9. In addition, the352

measured traces show more clearly the underlying regular pro�le shape than the synthesized353

traces. A shortcoming of the random variation model is seen at the maximum consumption354

level, and there is also too large variability when the consumption is small or moderate. The355

authors leave the further tuning of the random variation component model for future work356

and continue here with the monitoring approach.357

MONITORING THE PARAMETERS OF A POPULATION358

The authors propose that a population of energy consumers could be monitored by cal-359

culating the following variables from the AMR data:360

1. total annual consumptions: the parameters of a lognormal distribution361

2. annual pro�le: pro�les and the frequencies of pro�le groups362

3. average weekly pro�le: pro�les and the frequencies of pro�le groups363

4. random variation around the pro�les: the parameters of lognormal distributions.364

This would result in four variables per consumer, i.e., total consumption W , annual pro�le365

group, week pro�le group and a model parameter of random variation, ξ, such as Var (log(ξ)).366

In addition to these, there would be N × 52 and M × 336 matrices containing annual and367

weekly group pro�le vectors, respectively, with grouping the population into N annual and368

M weekly groups. By following and comparing these variables, the essential characteristics of369

residential electricity consumption can be captured. These form a feasible set of monitoring370

parameters in the following sense: i) they have the power to represent relevant aspects of371

consumption realistically, ii) the set is minimal and the variables are almost independent from372

each other (see below), iii) the estimation of parameters is robust, and iv) the comparison373

of consumer populations is easy. The comparison of populations can be done by comparing374

lognormal distributions and the frequencies of annual/weekly pro�les. It is also easy to375
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generate arti�cial populations for network models and demand response studies by picking376

consumer parameters independently from each other.377

Independence of the total consumption level and the annual pro�le group:378

Chi square testing of the total consumption (taken with a granularity of 5 MW) and the379

annual consumption groups shows a dependence between variables due to the three very small380

groups (that, moreover, have low total consumption levels). When those groups, comprising381

only 34 members, are removed, the chi square test value becomes 0.84. Thus, for the rest382

of the data, the annual pro�le group and the total annual consumption are independent of383

each other.384

Independence of the annual and weekly pro�le groups: The annual and weekly385

pro�le groups show weak dependence in the model development data (and independence386

in the test data). By studying the mutual information values between partitions and the387

expected information between corresponding random partitions, the authors conclude that388

the annual and weekly pro�le groups are not informative on each other and can be considered389

as independent from each other.390

RELATING HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS TO CONSUMPTION391

PARAMETERS392

This section takes advantage of the associated survey data in order to model the total393

annual consumption and the random variation. Relating the household characteristics to the394

consumption is not necessary for monitoring purposes, but such models would allow deeper395

understanding and o�er more possibilities in the generation of new realistic consumption396

populations. The authors attempted to �nd a pro�le classi�er based on the household397

characteristics. However, no valuable linkage was found, even for central heaters. This398

outcome is in line with Gouveia and Seixas (2016), McLoughlin et al. (2012), and McLoughlin399

et al. (2015). A low correlation between energy usage behavior and geodemographics is also400

reported in Haben et al. (2013).401
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Stochastic models for the total annual consumption and the random variation402

parameter403

The number of persons, the number of rooms, and the home �oor area increase a house-404

hold's energy consumption (Gouveia and Seixas 2016; Jones et al. 2015). These will be405

related to the total annual consumption and the amount of random variation. The authors406

have applied these characteristics successfully in earlier research with Finnish and Irish data407

to model the total annual consumption (Kuusela et al. 2015). Moreover, using such data408

is practical as it is typically available, and it is close to housing district planning data as409

well. Data mining methods applied to the Irish data in Beckel et al. (2014) were successful410

in inferring the occupancy, the number of persons and the number of appliances and, with411

some di�culties, the �oor area and the number of bedrooms from 34 energy consumption412

features derived from the dataset.413

This paper utilizes the multivariate lognormal model and the notation from Kuusela414

et al. (2015) to derive multivariate lognormal distributions for the vectors (P, F,B,W ) and415

(P, F,B, V ), where P=number of persons + 0.5, F=home �oor area, and B=number of416

bedrooms + 0.5, and W= total consumption in MWh, V = Var (log(ξ)) (the addition of417

0.5 to P and B is only for plotting purposes). The multivariate lognormal distribution is418

parameterized by µ, the vector of mean values of the log-transformed variables, and Γ, the419

covariance matrix of the log-transformed variables. The estimated model parameter µ equals420

(1.185, 5.014, 1.4254, 2.172) and the parameter Γ equals421



0.190, 0.053, 0.032, 0.110

0.053, 0.160, 0.053, 0.083

0.032, 0.053, 0.047, 0.046

0.110, 0.083, 0.046, 0.280


, (8)422

for the vector (P, F,B,W ). The respective parameters for the (P, F,B, V )-vector are423
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(1.185, 5.014, 1.425,−0.435) and424



0.190, 0.053, 0.032, −0.015

0.053, 0.160, 0.053, −0.045

0.032, 0.053, 0.047, −0.021

−0.015, −0.045, −0.021, 0.211


. (9)425

The estimation results are listed for the two estimations as the interest will be to estimate426

W or V , given P, F , and B.427

Figure 13 presents the marginal densities of multivariate lognormal �ts to the target428

variables at the top row. The lognormal distribution �ts very well to W and V . Lognormal429

�ts are rather good for P and F as well, but the variable B is skewed to the opposite direction430

in comparison to the other variables. The granularity and the concept of a bedroom might431

be a bit problematic, see the discussion in Kuusela et al. (2015).432

VALIDATION WITH THE TEST POPULATION433

This section studies i) the stability of the grouping of the annual and weekly consump-434

tion pro�les and ii) the ability to predict the total annual consumption and the random435

variation parameter by household characteristics. Also, the predicted consumption traces436

are compared with the measured ones.437

Stability of annual and weekly pro�les438

In the Regular Decomposition method the number of groups as well as the annual and439

weekly pro�le vectors were �xed to those obtained from the model development data. Then440

the same classi�cation algorithm was run to group the annual and average week pro�les from441

the validation data.442

This grouping with a �xed scheme works well also for the new data; the previously �xed443

pro�les and the averages of pro�les among group members are very close to each other. In444

the four largest annual groups, the �xed schema provides a very good match. Naturally, one445
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should not include groups of insu�cient size in population monitoring.446

Figure 14 illustrates the largest di�erence in weekly pro�les. The di�erences in pro�les447

are associated with the group size and hence with the averaging over member pro�les. Since448

even the pro�le pair with the largest di�erence captures well the essential consumption449

pattern, the authors conclude that grouping the unseen validation data with �xed weekly450

pro�le function works well and allows to compare customer populations by recording the451

frequencies of pro�les in the population.452

In this validation data, the annual and weekly groups are independent of each other (chi453

square independence test value 0.13).454

Grouping with �xed vs. free pro�les455

What results if only the number of annual and weekly clusters is �xed, and the cluster456

pro�les are let to be optimal for the test data? This kind of analysis provides information457

on the goodness of grouping with �xed pro�les. Firstly, one needs to verify that the group458

pro�les resulting from optimization are close to the �xed pro�les. It is also interesting how459

the consumers form the groups. This question is examined with the weekly grouping, where460

all the groups have substantial sizes.461

It turns out that 64% of the test data is grouped so that there is a very close pro�le462

from the �xed development data group pro�le set. Overall, the new group average pro�les463

are quite similar to the �xed pro�les (although less smooth due to the smaller number of464

samples in the averaging). However, it is not easy to identify a mapping to the whole data465

set that takes a grouping with �xed pro�les to the grouping with free pro�les. An interesting466

observation is that the consumer groups do not remain unchanged when the pro�les are let467

to be free. The variation in households' individual average week pro�les is still large and468

hence the memberships of the groups are not always obvious. However, the resulting group469

average pro�les are rather stable. Thus, one should not follow the group membership labels470

of individual consumers in time, but what kind of groups the consumers form. 78% of the471

validation data is covered by the �ve largest groups, and it is rather easy to �nd a mapping472
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between the �xed group mean pro�les (from the model development data) and the new group473

mean pro�les (from the validation data). The closest pro�le can be chosen unequivocally in474

four cases, and the remaining one has a few rather close pro�le candidates. The best pro�le475

matches are illustrated in Figure 15.476

Prediction of the annual consumption and the random variation477

In this section, the total annual consumption W and the random variation parameter V478

are estimated by conditioning each on the household size P , the home �oor area F , and the479

number of bedrooms B. The estimators are the conditional expectation ofW given (P, F,B)480

and that of V given (P, F,B), derived in Kuusela et al. (2015). The conditional distribution481

of W given (P, F,B), denoted as W |(P, F,B), is lognormally distributed, and similarly for482

V . Formulas for the expectations and the variances of W |(P, F,B) and V |(P, F,B) can be483

written by equations (2) and (3) of Kuusela et al. (2015). It turns out that the conditional484

expected value cannot predict the target variables accurately at the household level. This485

is due to the large variability of households: the estimator is the expected value of the486

conditional consumption. Instead, the models can reproduce a similar random variation487

in the target values as that existing in the test population (see the discussion in Kuusela488

et al. (2015)). However, the selection of consumers for this paper results to a worse model489

than the one analyzed more deeply in Kuusela et al. (2015). For each validation observation490

(P, F,B,W ), the conditional distribution W |(P, F,B) and its 95% con�dence interval was491

formed. In this validation sample, 18% of the W values were outside of the 95% con�dence492

intervals compared to less than 5% in a population of the same Irish data utilized in Kuusela493

et al. (2015). Note that the conditional distribution is a function of (P, F,B) so that the494

con�dence intervals are also functions of these variables.495

The random variation component is studied with the group pro�les obtained by �xing the496

annual and weekly pro�les to those obtained from the model development data. In less than497

4% of the observed test data, the random parameter values are outside the 95% con�dence498

interval of the random value parameter estimator. The pair of curves in Figure 16 illustrates499
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the distributions of the observed random variation parameter values and the corresponding500

model-generated values obtained by picking 50 samples from the conditional distribution501

given the household characteristics of each validation data consumer, i.e., V |(P, F,R). The502

observed random variation parameter values tend to be larger than the ones generated by503

the developed model, although the di�erence is not huge. However, it will be visible in the504

model-generated consumption traces shown in Figure 17, where the model tends to predict505

a smaller random variation than the observed variation. One possible reason could be that506

by the grouping with prede�ned annual and weekly pro�les, the random component includes507

an impact of the non-optimal group pro�les in addition to the pure random variation. Thus,508

the most realistic random variation scheme should use the households' individual pro�les.509

CONCLUSIONS510

This work contributed to the �eld of electricity consumption modeling and monitoring511

by analyzing a multiplicative modeling framework consisting of i) total annual consumption,512

ii) annual consumption pro�le, iii) average weekly consumption pro�le, and iv) random513

variation around the repeated mean consumption pro�les. The variation of consumption is514

a natural element in the model and very easy to monitor in this framework. This modeling515

intuition stemmed from the lognormality of the electricity consumption. Section 3 showed516

that the model was able to su�ciently capture the amount of random variation around the517

repeated consumption patterns, and the generated consumption traces accurately reproduce518

the minimum and the median of a consumer's weekly consumption maxima. However, the519

random variation model would bene�t from further tuning at low and, in particular, at peak520

consumption levels.521

Then the interest was turned towards monitoring a population of electricity consumers522

and the properties of the proposed monitoring parameters. For that purpose, the recently523

developed Regular Decomposition method was utilized to group the annual and weekly524

pro�les. It turned out that the monitoring parameters were essentially independent from525

each other. The validation showed good stability of the groups. The authors propose to526
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direct research interest towards the random variation around regular patterns as the amount527

of randomness exceeds small di�erences in pro�les. The grouping of pro�les would bene�t528

from e�cient methods to handle dynamic large data.529

The data provide an opportunity to model the households' total electricity consumption530

as household energy systems were rare in Ireland during the trial period. When the house-531

holds' energy production and smart energy systems will become common, it will be very532

di�cult to assess the actual energy consumption of a household, as the energy companies533

only see the amount of energy required to meet the total consumption. The rapid evolution534

in household energy equipment and the o�ered energy products as well as the tari�s also have535

an impact on the data collected by the energy companies, and the modeling of households'536

total consumption will become increasingly di�cult.537

The developed household consumption model o�ers a relatively simple method to simulate538

the stochastic variation of electricity consumption to populate network models or to design539

new architectural setups, algorithms, and decision support tools to utilize distributed energy540

resources in meeting the demands.541
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Fig. 1. Histogram of the total consumption distribution (blue) and its �ts with a
lognormal distribution (red) and a Weibull distribution (green), inset shows the tail
probability �t in log10 scale.
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Fig. 2. Kolmogorov-Smirnov distances (maximum deviation between distribution
functions) between each household's random variation distribution and a �tted log-
normal distribution.
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Fig. 4. (a): The process log ξt(i) of household 29 over a whole year. (b): The
empirical variance of (log ξt(i))

52
i=1 for t ∈ {1, . . . , 336} (blue curve), and the mean
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Fig. 5. The numbers Var (log λ) (black, thick), Var (log a)) (blue), and Var (log a) +
Var (log ξ)) (red) for each household, plotted in the order of increasing Var (log λ).
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Fig. 6. The correlations between log a and log ξ for each household, plotted in the
order of increasing Var (log λ).
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Fig. 7. The average, over all households, of the logarithmic autocorrelations of the
random variation processes for half-hour lags 1, . . . , 96.
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Fig. 8. Variances of the normalized consumption processes of all customers, pre-
sented as a cumulative plot. Blue: the true values. Green: synthetic traces with
i.i.d. random variation. Red: synthetic traces with correlated random variation.
Customers with numbers 758-995 use electrical heating.
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Fig. 9. The smallest, the largest, and the median values of weekly maxima of the
normalized consumption processes of all customers, presented as a cumulative plot.
Colors and indexing as in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 10. Annual consumption pro�les A. . . F of the model development data with
group size in the parenthesis.
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Fig. 11. Group mean pro�les and sizes in the grouping of weekly average pro�les in
the model development data.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of observed,(a), and two modeled, (b) and (d), traces as well
as the non-random components of the two models, (c) and (e). The non-random
components consist of annual and weekly pro�les. The �gures (b) and (c) utilize
individual pro�les of the selected customer whereas �gures (d) and (e) illustrate
results by utilizing the group mean annual and weekly pro�les.
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Fig. 13. Marginals of multivariate lognormal modeling. Figure (a) illustrates the
annual consumption, W , in MWh and (b) the variance around consumptions patterns,
V . These are the target variables. The remaining �gures illustrate the household
characteristics persons in household, P in �gure (c), home area in m2, F in (d), and
the number of bedrooms, B in (e). These household characteristics are related to
each of the target variables in turn.
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the largest di�erence between the �xed week pro�le (blue)
and the mean of group pro�le (orange) in the validation data set. This group had
16 members.
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Fig. 15. The best pro�le matches between weekly pro�les of the model development
data (blue) and new group mean pro�les (red) from free classi�cation of households'
average weeks into nine groups in the validation data.
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Fig. 16. The distributions of the observed (blue) and model generated (red) random
variation parameter values in the validation data.
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Fig. 17. An example of comparison of consumption traces in the validation data.
Pro�le �gure illustrates the non-random component from consumer's annual and
weekly classi�cation pro�les.
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